Suicide attempts in acute psychiatric referrals with substance use disorders

Il tentativo di suicidio in pazienti psichiatrici abusatori di sostanze ammessi in pronto soccorso
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SUMMARY. Aims. The aim of the present study was to investigate suicidal risk in psychiatric referrals admitted to a University Hospital Emergency Department (ED) who had a substance use disorder. Methods. The participants were 135 psychiatric referrals (84 men and 51 women) admitted to the ED of the Sant’Andrea Hospital of Rome (Italy) between January 2006 and February 2007. The data were collected for the purpose of this research via electronic medical records of ED patients. Results. Attempters with substance use disorders were more likely to have higher burden of major affective disorders, and psychiatric history than substance use disorder referrals without recent suicide attempt; and they were at higher risk of suicide (higher rates of suicidal ideation reported during the psychiatric interview). Conclusions. When evaluating suicide attempters with substance use disorders, health professionals working in the ED settings have to assess not only somatic emergencies that can undermine patient’s life but also the chance of repetition of suicidal behavior.
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INTRODUCTION

Drug use is a major public health problem; use of drugs for recreational purpose has achieved a “firm footing” in society (1) a phenomenon that is the result of the normalization of drug use in Europe and in other western countries. In 2007, an estimated 19.9 million Americans aged 12 or older (8.0%) were current (past month) illicit drug users. Furthermore, an estimated 19.9 million Americans aged 12 or older (23.3%) reported engaging in binge drinking (having five or more drinks on the same occasion on at least 1 day in the 30
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days prior to the survey), and 17.0 million people (6.9%) reported heavy drinking (i.e., binge drinking on at least 5 days in the past 30 days) (2). In Europe, it is estimated that at least 65 million European adults used cannabis at least once in their lifetime (one in five European adults), and 22.5 million European adults used cannabis in the last year. At least 10 million European adults used cocaine, and about 8.5 million used ecstasy during their lifetime (2). Furthermore, it is recognized that the European Region has the highest alcohol consumption in the world, and it has the highest rates of alcohol-related harm. The consumption of alcoholic beverages is estimated to be responsible for some 9% of the total disease burden within the European Region (3).

Drug and alcohol use disorders may be associated with increased rates of health problems, public health expenditures (4), and mental illness (5-11). For example, Havassy, Alvidrez and Owen (12) found that between 49% and 60% of a sample of patients in the public mental health system and the substance abuse treatment system met criteria for comorbidity. As it is observed in drug/alcohol addiction, drug/alcohol misuse may be associated with high rates of psychopathology and conduct disorders as well (13).

Substance use disorders may also be related to self-injurious and suicidal behavior (14-18), although there are discordant results (19). For example, diagnoses of substance use disorders are common in psychological autopsies of completed suicides (20-22). Figures from the Emergency Department (ED) setting indicate similar rates (11,23). Veranic and Pregelj investigated suicidal behavior in patients with substance misuse admitted to a psychiatric emergency clinic in Ljubljana (Slovenia) (23). The authors reported higher rates of suicide behavior (35.4% vs 28.0%), and suicide attempts (9.5% vs 3.5%) in substance users than in nonusers. Alaja et al. (11) investigated psychoactive substance use disorder in 1222 psychiatric referrals in six general hospitals in Finland. The authors reported that attempted suicide was the primary reason for referral in 32% of all consultation patients, and that it was more frequently related to psychoactive substance use disorders in male consultation patients compared with female consultation patients (51% vs 39%).

Thus, patients with substance use disorders show severe psychopathology and high suicidal risk.

**AIM**

The aim of the present study was to investigate suicidal risk among psychiatric referrals who had a substance use disorder admitted to an University Hospital ED. We hypothesized that suicide attempters with substance use disorders form a population characterized by a greater disease burden than users without current suicide behavior. Substance use disorders frequently overlap with personality disorders, especially DSM-IV cluster B personality disorders, with impulsivity and aggression, and inhibitory-control issues (24,25). We hypothesize that suicide attempters with substance use disorders may have greater burden of psychopathology and less affective control than nonsuicidal patients, perhaps as an expression of different abnormalities in the central nervous system (26). In order to control that difference between attempters and nonattempters are not associated per se to suicidality (a variable common to all patients who attempted suicide, independent of substance use), we also assessed differences among suicide attempters with and without substance use disorders.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Participants**

The participants were 135 consecutive psychiatric referrals (84 men and 51 women) admitted to the ED of the Sant’Andrea Hospital (Rome, Italy) between January 2006 and February 2007 who had a substance use disorder. The mean age of participants was 40.49 (SD=12.85). In 62% of subjects, the disorder was associated with alcohol use; 3% of the referrals abused psychotropic medications, mainly benzodiazepines, and the remaining 34.8% abused either injected heroin or cocaine. Most referrals with illicit drug use also reported concurrent alcohol abuse. All patients were 18 years or older. Controls were 104 suicide attempters without substance use disorders (30 men; 74 women) admitted to the ED during the same index period. The mean age of controls was 42.83 years (SD=13.45). Almost 40% of controls were diagnosed as major depressive disorder, 12.5% bipolar disorder, 9% schizophrenia and other psychosis, and others with other DSM-IV specified disorders (more than 38%).

**Procedure and measures**

The data were collected for the purpose of this research via electronic medical records of ED patients, as approved by the hospital’s Institutional Review Board.

In the ED of the Sant’Andrea hospital, nurses on duty assess urgency of medical assistance and assign a triage code, then the physician evaluates physical and mental state of the patient, checks abuse of substance or drugs, and may ask for biochemical analyses to confirm the presence of substance of abuse. If this is confirmed and in the presence of mental and behavioural problems as well as
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when self-injurious behaviour is assessed, a psychiatric consultation is requested.

Because psychiatrists on duty in the ED must provide a full mental status examination of patients, missing data are most rare.

Data were coded for gender, age, triage codes (triage refers to the evaluation and categorization of the sick or wounded when there are insufficient resources for medical care of everyone at once, and is commonly used in crowded EDs to determine which patients should be seen and treated immediately), psychopathological evaluation during the psychiatric consultation, discharge diagnosis, and recommendation for psychiatric hospitalization. As well, we assessed for previous psychiatric treatments and psychiatric hospitalizations, and previous suicide attempts. Hallucinations, delusions, thought disorders, agitation or motor restlessness, and insomnia were also recorded. A positive attitude toward the psychiatric interview, and disorientation were also noted. Suicidal ideation was defined as the presence of passive thoughts wanting to be dead or active thoughts about killing oneself, not accompanied by preparatory behavior reported during the clinical interview or elsewhere during the stay in the ED (27), psychiatrist-evaluated current suicidal ideation (any question was referred to the present time; for example, “In this few hours after you attempted to kill yourself, did you had some thoughts about taking your life?”, and now, right at this moment, do you still have the same thoughts?”). Patients who were classified as suicidal ideators were those who still thought that suicide was a good option for their problems, wished that they were dead or were disappointed that they were rescued.

Although all patients reported significant physical injuries, the methods used to attempt suicide are diverse in terms of lethality. We dichotomized suicide methods as violent methods (jumping from a height, drowning, cutting except wrist and arm cutting, gunshot wounds or hanging) versus non-violent methods (suffocation, poisoning, superficial wrist and arm cutting) (28-33). Furthermore, we dichotomized the triage codes into a critical/urgent group which included both patients who could not survive without immediate treatment and those who were not in immediate danger of death and a moderate group which included those with nonurgent triage codes, including both “walking wounded” who would need medical care at some point, after more critical injuries have been treated, and those with minor injuries for whom a doctor’s care was not required.

Statistical analysis

Chi-square tests with Yates’s correction, one-way Fisher exact tests and t-tests were used to perform bivariate analyses. Logistic regression analysis was employed to assess the multivariate association among variables with suicide attempt (yes/no) as the dependent variable and variables statistically significant at the bivariate analysis (p<0.05) as the independent variables. Odds ratios (OR) and their 95% confidence intervals (95% CI) were calculated.

All statistical analyses were performed using the SPSS 13.0 statistical software package.

RESULTS

Differences between referrals with substance use disorders who attempted suicide and those who did not

We analyzed differences among referrals with substance use disorders who were admitted to the ED for a suicide attempt (n=24) and those who were admitted to the ED for other psychiatric reasons (n=111). Attempters with substance use disorders differed from their nonattempter controls on 6 of 17 variables (Table 1). Substance use disorders referrals with recent suicide attempt were more likely to have critical/urgent triage codes (79.2% vs 38.7%; p<0.001), major affective disorders (33.3% vs 15.3%; p<0.05), suicidal ideation (37.5% vs 5.4%; p<0.01), previous psychopharmacotherapy (66.7% vs 43.2%; p<0.05), and as expected, were more frequently referred for psychiatric hospitalization (83.3% vs 28.8%; p<0.001) than nonattempter controls. Attempters with substance use disorders were also less likely to report insomnia (0.0% vs 17.1%; p<0.05) than their nonattempter controls. Attempters and nonattempters did not differ in terms of number of previous hospitalizations, age, type of substance abuse, disorientation, attitude toward the psychiatric interview, hallucinations and delusions, thought disorder, agitation. More importantly, the groups did not differ in terms of sex or history of previous suicide attempts. However, the rates of previous suicide attempts were low for both categories of referrals.

All significant variables were included as independent predictors in a logistic regression analysis, modelling current suicidal status (attempters vs nonattempters) in the substance abusers (n=135). The resulting multivariate model explained 58% of the variance of the data (Nagelkerke R²= 0.58). The analysis resulted in 4 significant variables. Attempters with substance use disorders were almost 15 time more likely to have critical/urgent triage codes (OR=14.88 [95% CI: 3.13/70.75]; p<0.001), 7 times more likely to report suicide ideation at the psychiatric interview (OR=7.11 [95% CI: 1.07/47.04]; p<0.05), 5 times more likely to have previous psychopharmacotherapy (OR=4.77 [95% CI: 1.25/18.18]; p<0.05), and around 12 times more likely to have a request for a hospitalization...
Thus, attempters with substance use disorders were more likely to have higher burden of major affective disorders, and psychiatric history than substance use disorder referrals without recent suicide attempt; and they were at higher risk of suicide (higher rates of suicidal ideation reported during the psychiatric interview).

Most importantly, these features are not characteristics of suicide attempters as a whole; in fact, attempters with substance use disorders differ from attempters without any substance use disorder on some variables (not listed in the tables); for example, the former reported less insomnia (0.0% vs 19.2%; p<0.05), more previous hospitalizations in psychiatric settings (58.3% vs 29.8%; p<0.01), and more requests for hospitalization (83.3% vs 60.6%; p<0.05) than attempters without any substance use disorder; furthermore, more attempters with substance use disorders reported suicidal ideation at the psychiatric interview than attempters without any substance use disorder, although this difference is not significant (37.5% vs 29.8%; p<0.31). Interestingly, attempters with substance use disorders and those without any substance use disorder differ in terms of sex (p<0.05): most attempters
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with substance use disorders were men (54.2%), while the contrary is true for attempters without any substance use disorder (71.2% of attempters without any substance use disorder are women).

DISCUSSION

This study sought: to investigate the suicidal risk of psychiatric referrals who had a substance use disorder. We aimed to test the hypothesis that attempters with substance use disorders and their nonattempter counterparts constitute two different groups in terms of clinical features; the former having greater burden of psychopathology, and less affective control than substance use disorder referrals without recent suicide attempt; to control that difference between attempters and nonattempters are not associated per se with suicidality (a variable common to all patients who attempted suicide, independent of substance use).

More than one third of recent suicide attempters with substance use disorders report suicidal ideation in the few hours after the attempt while in the ED. Suicidal ideation is of paramount importance as a risk factor for suicidal behavior. The persistence of suicidal ideation after a suicide attempt points to a persistent wish to die in attempters with substance use disorders while in the ED, and is incompatible with what has been called the cathartic effect of suicide attempts (34,35). Thus, the present results are discordant with Matsuishi et al. (36) who interviewed suicide attempters to determine whether there were any changes in suicidal ideation just before and after a suicide attempt and to identify factors that may affect this. The decrease of suicidal ideation after the suicide attempt was thought to be a cathartic effect because most subjects were not treated by either psychotherapy or psychotropic medication at the time of the interview.

ED patients with substance use disorders with recent suicide attempts also differ from their nonattempter counterparts because they have higher rates of major affective disorders, despite the fact that in our sample, ED patients with substance use disorders as a whole have lower rates of mood and anxiety disorders than ED psychiatric patients without substance use disorders. In addition, ED patients with substance use disorders with recent suicide attempt report a more prolonged psychiatric clinical history (substance use disorder referrals with recent suicide attempt have higher rates of previous psychopharmacotherapy and hospitalizations in a psychiatric setting, while substance use disorder patients as a whole have lower rates of previous psychopharmacological treatments).

Thus, our results are consistent with the stress/diathesis model of Mann et al. and point to the fact that vulnerable individuals, such as those with personality traits or specific biological characteristics, may be more prone to develop suicide risk if a stressor such as substance abuse comes into play (37).

Surprisingly, while most reports note higher rates of nonlethal suicide attempts in women than in men, this figure appears to be consistent only among attempters without substance use disorders. Our results are in line with those of Alaja et al. (11), who also reported that among substance use disorder attempters, the male-to-female ratio is inverted, with more men reporting suicide attempts.

This study has a number of limitations. First, the relatively small sample sizes may affect the generalizability of results. Second, the study did not examine the effect of the number and lethality of previous suicide attempts. Although all patients reported injuries of various degrees as a result of their suicide attempts, accurate measures of lethality could not be obtained. All clinicians performed a shared clinical assessment and discussed the cases with colleagues; nevertheless there is some heterogeneity between different psychiatrists on duty in our hospital. The lack of a validated psychometric measure for suicidal ideation and psychiatric diagnosis involved in the assessment of patients in the ED is a further limitation of this investigation. Lastly, in acutely intoxicated patients, it may be particularly challenging to assess psychiatric diagnosis.

Nevertheless, this study adds consistent emphasis to some controversial key factors in the understanding of suicide behavior in substance use disorder patients admitted to an ED. As our results indicate, when categorizing suicide attempters with substance use disorders, health professionals working in the ED settings have to assess not only somatic emergencies that can undermine the patient’s life but also the chance of repetition of suicidal behavior. Arguing against the concept that a suicide attempt may have a cathartic effect, many attempters with substance use disorders admitted to the ED report suicidal ideation while staying in the department. This fact points to the need to implement suicide prevention strategies even inside the emergency room and make sure that suicide risk is handled correctly soon after the attempt.

In conclusion, there is the need to deliver proper and efficacious health care for substance use disorder patients admitted to an ED. In the emergency departments, staff are often not properly trained to deal both with substance use disorders and suicide risk. These are two important topics that, with correct management, may improve outcomes for suicidal substance
abuse/dependence patients. Nonetheless our understanding of suicidal risk among substance users/abusers remains limited and warrants further exploration.
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